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STANDARDS DIVISION DIRECTOR

This is administrative, managerial and advanced professional work directing a comprehensive
statewide program for the North Carolina Department of Agriculture.
The employee plans, implements, directs, coordinates and evaluates programs designed to enforce the
North Carolina Weights and Measurements Act of 1975, Gasoline and Oil Inspection Law, North
Carolina LP-Gas Law and regulations promulgated pursuant to the laws. Work requires recommending
appropriate legal action for violators of division enforced laws and regulations; preparing modifications
to laws and regulations administered by the division and presenting these changes to legislative
committees and the Board of Agriculture; and representing the division and department on local, state
and national organizations involving division programs. Work also requires considerable public relations
with other departments, agencies, private industries and the general public. Work is performed very
independently under the general direction of the Deputy Director of the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture. Work may include other duties as assigned.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS:

Planning - Employee establishes long-range program goals and objectives. This includes identifying
major problem areas and developing and planning solutions and work assignments to resolve these
problems. Employee plans for the personnel, space and equipment resources required to achieve the
division's objectives.

Organizing and Directing - Within the limitations imposed by general statutes and interpretations of the
law, the employee formulates policies and make changes in methods, procedures and work
assignments necessary to assure that programs within each of the four sections are carried out
effectively. Employee ensures that statutory requirements are administered in an effective manner and
in compliance with regulatory authority.

Budgeting - Employee formulates the Division's final budget proposal for programs including
justification for continuation of on-going programs, program expansion, personnel, equipment and
inventory needs based on recommendations received from subordinate supervisors.

Training - Employee determines training needs of subordinates; surveys the types of training programs
offered by the State and Federal government and the private sector; assigns employees to training
sessions and seminars based on subordinate supervisors recommendations and budgetary constraints;
and evaluates the effectiveness of the programs.

Setting Work Standards - Employee reviews, approves and establishes all general rules and standards
related to quality and quantity of work, division work methods, procedures and manpower assignments
and reviews and implements minor organizational structure changes and recommends more extensive
changes to higher level management.

Reviewing Work - Employee reviews the accomplishments of subordinate sections and of the overall
Division to assure that goals and objectives are being met.

Counseling and Disciplining - Employee takes action on most disciplinary problems. Employee informs
the Department's administration on all disciplinary actions that may result in employee termination.
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Performing Other Personnel Functions - Employee administers all Division personnel functions
including interviewing and selecting applicants for vacant positions subject to upper level management
approval; evaluating directly reporting subordinates; and recommending salary adjustments,
reassignments and merit increases.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:

Dynamics of Work Supervised - The basic function is relatively stable. However, changes in equipment
technology, laws and regulations and program priorities may occasionally occur and require
subsequent changes to procedures or work methods.

Variety of Work Supervised - Employee directs and supervises the inspection of motor fuels and other
liquid petroleum products to ensure that such products meet quality standards, enforcement of weights
and measures requirements with respect to commercial weighing and measuring devices and
packaged commodities, inspection of liquified petroleum gas installations and transportation vehicles,
services which provide measurement comparisons and precision calibrations for industry and
government and the operation of the grain moisture meter inspection program.

Number of Employees Responsible For - Employee directs and supervises approximately one hundred
full time positions.

III. EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Employee operates with complete technical and
considerable administrative independence. Employee may discuss very unusual or controversial issues
with his/her immediate supervisor.

IV. SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

Supervision of Shift Operations - N/A

Fluctuating Work Force - N/A

Physical Dispersion of Employees - A considerable portion of the staff is assigned either to a specific
geographical region of the State or to some location other than the central headquarters.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of laws and regulations administered by the
division. Working knowledge of the design and operation of weighing and measuring devices,
laboratory tests used in the testing of petroleum products and the design and installation of liquified
petroleum gas facilities and appliances. Working knowledge of the legislative budgetary processes
involving programs directed. Ability to plan, organize, coordinate and direct the work of subordinates.
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with subordinates, regulated industries,
public officials and the general public. Ability to plan, develop and implement large-scale regulatory
programs. Ability to understand complex regulations and their application. Ability to investigate reports
and render a clear and defensible position. Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a four-year college or university
with a major in engineering, chemistry, physics or other closely related physical science and a minimum
of five years progressive practical experience, which includes two years in a supervisory capacity; or an
equivalent combination of training and directly related experience.


